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TECH UPDATE - Printing and Labeling 
 
By Tony Kryzanowski 
 
AMS Solutions 
 
Automated stamp and label monitoring is a requirement in modern planer mills, and AMS Solutions has used its 
machine vision and controls expertise to produce IdealSTAMP.  
 
This vision system inspects multiple areas of a lumber stamp to ensure quality levels are maintained and stamp/
print heads are operating properly. If quality scores drop below user-configured thresholds, or a preset number 
of unstamped boards are detected in sequence, the system will inform production staff and automatically stop 
the line. 
 
Complete with a human-machine interface, IdealSTAMP provides operators with historical quality trends, 
simple calibration, and an integrated sensor display. To complement its streamlined installation, this system is 
easily integrated into PLC networks, has customizable alarming and can be readily supported remotely. 
 
www.amss.ca 
 
Autolog 
 
The days of rubber wheels are over, says Autolog. The company’s second generation ProGSP lumber marking 
system is built on the company’s reputation of high print quality, durability, reliability and lowest cost of 
ownership. 
 
Further integrating the HP thermal inkjet technology, the new customizable and compact system is designed 
for the harsh environment of mills, thus increasing uptime. Maintenance is simplified and downtime minimized 
by an electric height positioning actuator. Extremely user-friendly interface allows hassle-free integration and 
reduces dependency on customer line control by streamlining print commands, says the company. 
 
Key features include: direct real time Ethernet/IP connectivity (Allen-Bradley ControlLogix and PLC5) or 
configurable ASCII serial communication is available; double speed mode; an entirely configurable and flexible 
user interface; adjustable print density by print controller; and automatic print job loading. 
 
www.autolog.com 
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Timberstar 
 
Printing on lumber has its own set of unique challenges such as dust, vibrations, and extremely fast moving, 
unstable lumber. In the midst of this, every stamp on a piece of lumber must meet a strict set of requirements in 
terms of clarity and accuracy. 
 
Peter Wiebe, a planer mechanic in Vanderhoof, B.C., solved the common issues related to lumber marking by 
engineering and producing a new grade printer. Now, over 30 years later, Timberstar Manufacturing Ltd. is still 
innovating and improving the art of printing on lumber in modern high speed planer mills. 
 
Brothers Jake Wiebe and John Wiebe have grown the business into an international success story, with lumber 
printer installations worldwide. The average mill realizes enough savings in operating and maintenance costs to 
pay for the investment of a new Timberstar printer in just three months, says the company. Timberstar is still a 
family-owned and operated company that places a high priority on customer satisfaction. 
 
www.timberstar.ca 
 
Samuel 
 
The Samuel Coding and Labeling Group has fully automated lumber bar code and ink jet grade mark systems 
operating dependably and consistently in some of the highest producing mills in the world. 
 
With numerous installations in locations ranging from the Alaska Highway to Florida, the Samuel bar coding 
and ink jet grade mark systems have proven their performance in a very wide range of severe environments. 
Designed to easily integrate into mills, Samuel’s systems offer numerous options including integrated Allen-
Bradley Ethernet modules for ControLogix.  
 
Samuel provides complete service including hardware, software, controls and installation, as well as ongoing 
support.  
 
www.samuelsystems.com 
 
Z-TEC Automation Systems 
 
The Z-TEC WinJet II lumber marking system demonstrates the latest in industrial printing technology. WinJet 
II maintains its lead by continuously evolving and incorporating new features and designs, like Z-TEC’s 
proprietary capping and wiping stations, so workers don’t have to lock out and climb out on the line just to wipe 
a cartridge. 
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With up to 300 distinct messages per minute, the high quality graphics and text options allow operators to print 
variable information on to the product without slowing production. Everything from project conception and 
system design, to the installation plan is tailored to meet the specific needs of customers. Z-TEC Automation 
Systems also offers 24/7/365 day support for its products. 
 
www.ztec.com 
 
International Bar Coding 
 
The International Bar Coding PA10G printer applicator is the culmination of 20 years’ experience in the home 
building products industry. 
 
The PA10G is designed from the ground up for the rugged requirements of the modern mill environment. 
Implementation of a PA10G provides accurate and robust labeling solutions at the speeds of next generation 
handling lines in an adaptable package configurable to operate through PC, PLC, or manual control. Enclosed in 
a warehouse grade heavy duty steel case, the PA10G’s internalized components and limited amount of moving 
parts mean less wear on components, longer periods between tune-ups and better return over the lifetime of its 
purchase. It is able to accurately print and apply over 300 pieces per minute.


